FIT FOR WIDTH - BOUNCE DEFINED

SPECIFICATIONS

Two important characteristics that affect wedge performance are bounce
angle and bounce width. Bounce angle and width help guide the wedge
through the turf or sand by elevating the leading edge off the ground
slightly and creating reaction forces to help the wedge glide through
impact. Even though two wedges may have the same measured bounce, if
they have different widths their performance can vary greatly. Wedges with
wider bounce provide a larger surface area to interact with the turf or sand,
altering the reaction forces and performing as if it has more bounce.

SOLE

EFFECTIVE/PLAYABLE BOUNCE

Many manufacturers list a bounce number in degrees
for their wedges. Sometimes this is the actual measured
angle, but most manufacturers (including PING) have listed
a “plays like” number. This number combines the effect
of bounce angle, bounce width, and shape of the sole. All
3 wedge soles are designed with ample effective bounce,
optimizing turf interaction, playability, and forgiveness.

BOUNCE ANGLE, DEG.

BOUNCE WIDTH, IN.

EFFECTIVE/PLAYABLE BOUNCE, DEG.

GLIDE 60˚ TS

20˚

0.46''

6˚

GLIDE 60˚ SS

13˚

0.68''

10˚

GLIDE 60˚ WS

13˚

0.75''

12˚

TOUR GORGE 60˚ TS

19˚

0.50''

6˚

TOUR GORGE 60˚ SS

10˚

0.70''

10˚

TOUR GORGE 60˚ WS

11˚

0.75''

11˚

CHOOSING A WEDGE

SHALLOW

TURF & SAND
CONDITIONS

The speed, orientation, and angle at which a player
delivers the club head, as well as the typical turf and
sand conditions, can determine the best-performing
bounce and sole profiles for a player. The SS sole will
fit the majority of players and playing conditions, while
the TS and WS accommodate more specific player
and turf characteristics. Choose the sole that matches
your divot depth and turf conditions.
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